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ABOUT JAMES CLARKE & CO
James Clarke & Co was founded in London in 1859. It
published the highly influential religious magazine Christian
World, which at its peak sold over 100,000 copies a week.
Thanks to this success, the company began to publish books,
initially focusing in imports from the United States.
James Clarke & Co now publishes academic, scholarly and
reference works, specialising in theology, history, literature
and related subjects. Its publications include two major series,
the Library of Theological Translations and the Library of
Ecclesiastical History.
Although theology is a small academic discipline, and
theological publishing a small sector, James Clarke & Co is
recognised worldwide as one of the leading names in the field.
Inspection copies are available to suitable academic and
educational institutions, subject to terms and conditions.
Please contact us for further information.
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BIBLICAL STUDIES
Authenticity of the Second Letter to the Thessalonians
William Wrede

		
Paperback
978022717691
			
£15.00 $30.00 €45.00
			PDF
9780227906798
				£11.50 $23.00 €17.25

Scholars who conclude that Second Thessalonians was written
under a psudonym owe much of that conclusion to William
Wrede’s work. The position that the letter is a late imitation is
largely based on the comparison of the parallel expressions of
two epistles to the Thessalonians. Not only does Wrede locate
some exact parallels, he also finds definite words, verses,
and related passages that precisely mirror and reject their
counterparts in First Thessalonians.
Published 28/06/2018, 229x153mm, 132pp

Beware the Evil Eye:

The Evil Eye in the Bible and the Ancient World
(Volume 3: The Bible and Related Sources)
John H. Elliott
			Paperback
				£32.00
			PDF
				£28.50

9780227176672
$64.00 €48.00
9780227906415
$57.00 €42.75

The third in a four-volume series exploring belief in the Evil
Eye and the practices associated with it amongst the cultures
of the Biblical world.
Published 27/07/2017, 229x153mm, 378pp
12 black & white images

Divine Remaking

St Bonaventure and the Gospel of Luke
Douglas Dales
			 Hardback
				£65.00
Paperback
				£25.50
			 PDF		
				£61.50
ePub
				£46.15
			 Kindle		
				£46.15

9780227176535
$130.00 €97.50
9780227176276
$50.00 €37.50
9780227905999
$123.00 €92.25
9780227906002
$92.30 €69.25
9780227906019
$92.30 €69.25

An introduction to the thought and writings of the Franciscan
theologian St Bonaventure through his insightful commentary
on the Gospel of St Luke.
Published 29/06/2017, 234x156mm, 196pp
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Eloquence Divine

In Search of God’s Rhetoric
Philip Arrington
Paperback
				
£22.50
			PDF		
				
£19.00

9780227176887
$45.00 €33.75
9780227906361
$38.00 €28.50

While serious studies of the Bible’s rhetoric have been written
for academic readers, few have attempted to examine the
persuasiveness of speeches directly assigned to the biblical
‘God’. No critic has analysed how this God tries to invent and
develop His arguments in the Bible as it has come down to us,
or how this God arranges and styles those arguments, and the
roles of memory and delivery. Eloquence Divine is an attempt
at such a study.
Published 26/07/2018, 229x153mm, 278pp

The Gospel of Matthew
John Paul Heil

Paperback
				
£20.00
			PDF		
				
£19.00

9780227176856
$40.00 €30.00
9780227906361
$38.00 €28.50

The Gospel of Matthew encourages and inspires its audience
to practice the true, authentic, and holistic worship required
for believers in Jesus to live in the kingdom of heaven. In
accordance with all that Jesus taught and exemplified regarding
authentic worship, believers are invited to complement their
worship of God by worshiping and praying to Jesus as God’s
beloved Son, who represents ‘God with us’.
Published 28/06/2018, 229x153mm, 206pp

Letters from the Pillar Apostles

The Formation of the Catholic Epistles
as a Canonical Collection
Darian R. Lockett
			Paperback
				£21.50
			PDF		
				£18.00

9780227176740
$43.00 €32.25
9780227906507
$36.00 €27.00

Rather than reading the Catholic Epistles in isolation from
each other, this study argues that a proper understanding of
these seven letters must equally attend to their collection and
placement within the New Testament canon.
Published 30/11/2017, 229x153mm, 274pp
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Oral Tradition and Synoptic Verbal Agreement

Evaluating the Empirical Evidence for Literary Dependence
T.M. Derico
			Paperback
				£32.50
			PDF		
				£29.00

9780227176641
$65.00 €48.75
9780227906385
$58.00 €43.50

A critical study of the evidence for literary borrowing in
the Synoptic Gospels, showing that oral tradition may also
account for verbal agreement.
Published 28/09/2017, 229x153mm, 378pp

Purity

Essays in Bible and Theology
Andrew Brower Latz and Arseny Ermakov (Eds.)
			Paperback
				
£25.00
			PDF		
				
£21.50

9780227176627
$50.00 €37.50
9780227906361
$43.00 €32.25

In ancient societies and religion, the concept of purity was
of central importance; in many modern societies it is either
irrelevant or, when it is used, attached to extremely conservative
agendas. This suggests an interesting story to be told within the
history of ideas and, at the same time, raises questions about
the place, meaning, and use of purity in religious traditions.
Written in an accessible style, this collection of essays explores
the concept of purity in the Old and New Testaments and the
theological traditions of the Christian churches.
Published 31/08/2017, 153x229 mm, 295pp

When Prayer Takes Place

Forays into a Biblical World
Gerald J. Janzen
			Paperback
				£33.00
			PDF		
				£29.50

9780227176733
$66.00 €49.50
9780227906491
$59.00 €44.25

Where in the world was Jesus when he prayed? Where is any
one of us when we pray? The studies in this volume explore
dimensions of these issues traced in selected texts from both
parts of the Christian Bible.
Published 30/11/2017, 229x153mm, 450pp
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RELIGIOUS HISTORY
The Cappadocian Mothers
Carla D. Sunberg

		
Paperback
9780227176900		
			
£22.50 $45.00 €37.75
			PDF		
9780227906781
			
£19.00 $38.00 €28.50

The Cappadocian Fathers had great influence on the church
of the fourth century, having brought their passion for Christ
and theological expertise to life in their ministry. Within
their writings we uncover the lives of seven women, the
Cappadocian Mothers, who may have had more influence on
the theology of the church than previously believed. As the
Cappadocians wrestle with the Christianisation of the concept
of deification, we find the women in their lives becoming
models for their theological understanding.
Published 30/08/2018, 229x153mm, 252pp

Conservative Revolutionaries

Transformation and Tradition in the Religious and Political
Thought of Charles Chauncy and Jonathan Mayhew
John S. Oakes
			Paperback
				£24.00
			PDF		
				£20.50

9780227176764
$48.00 €36.00
9780227906521
$41.00 €30.75

A provocative exploration of how the shifting theological and
political positions of these two ‘conservative revolutionaries’
may have helped redefine prevailing notions of human identity,
capability, and destiny.
Published 25/01/2018, 229x153mm, 318pp

Institution of a Christian Man
Gerald Bray

		
Hardback
				£75.00
			Paperback
				£30.00
			PDF		
				£71.50
			ePub		
				£53.65
			Kindle		
				£53.65

9780227176689
$150.00 €112.50
9780227176702
$60.00 €45.00
9780227906422
$143.00 €107.25
9780227906439
$107.30 €80.50
9780227906446
$107.30 €80.50

Compiled during the early years of the Reformation,
Institution of a Christian Man lays out the principles of the
nascent Church of England. In this definitive new edition,
the development of this text is charted from the first version
introduced by Archbishop Thomas Cranmer and his cohort
7

of bishops, to the extensive edits made by Henry VIII himself,
and finally to the version written by Bishop Edmund Bonner
under the radically different circumstances of Mary I’s reign.
Published 31/05/2018, 234x156mm, TBCpp

Sin, Grace and Free Will

A Historical Survey of Christian Thought: Volume 1
Matthew Knell
			Hardback
				£65.00
			Paperback
				£20.00
			PDF		
				£16.50
			ePub		
				£12.40
			Kindle		
				£12.40

9780227176061
$130.00 €97.50
9780227176542
$40.00 €30.00
9780227905661
$33.00 €24.75
9780227905678
$24.80 €18.60
9780227905685
$24.80 €18.60

In this first of a three volume set, historical theologian Matthew
Knell sets out to provide a survey of the developement of
Christian thought by looking at significant theologians in a
thematical context.
Published 28/09/2017, 234x156mm, 268pp

Sin, Grace and Free Will

A Historical Survey of Christian Thought (Volume II)
Matthew Knell
			 Hardback
				£75.00
			Paperback
				£20.00
			PDF		
				£71.50
			ePub		
				£53.65
			Kindle		
				£53.65

9780227176078
$150.00 €112.50
9780227176559
$40.00 €30.00
9780227905692
$143.00 €107.25
9780227905708
$107.30 €80.50
9780227905715
$107.30 €80.50

The second in a three volume set, historical theologian Matthew
Knell surveys the developement of Christian thought.
Published 27/09/2017, 234x156mm, TBCpp

To Follow the Lambe Wheresoever He Goeth

The Ecclesial Polity of the English Calvinistic Baptists 1640-1660

Ian Birch

			Paperback
				£18.50
			PDF		
				£15.00

9780227176726
$37.00 €27.75
9780227906484
$30.00 €22.50

This book examines the emergence of Calvinistic Baptists
against the background of the demise of the Episcopal
Church of England, the establishment by Act of Parliament
of the Westminster Assembly of Divines, and the attempted
foundation of a Presbyterian Church of England.
Published 26/10/2017, 229x153mm, 248pp
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THEOLOGY
The Conversion and Therapy of Desire

Augustine’s Theology of Desire in the Cassiciacum Dialogues
Mark J. Boone
			Paperback
				£18.50
			PDF		
				£15.00

9780227176665
$37.00 €27.75
9780227906408
$30.00 €22.50

An exploration of St Augustine’s insights into human desire
and happiness, as revealed by his earliest theological writings.
Published 31/08/2017, 229x153mm, 202pp

Enlightenment Prelate

Benjamin Hoadly, 1676-1761
William Gibson
Paperback
				£30.00
			PDF
				£26.50
ePub
				£19.90
			Kindle		
				£19.90

9780227176771
$60.00 €45.00
9780227906538
$53.00 €39.75
9780227906545
$39.80 €29.85
9780227906552
$39.80 €29.85

It was Hoadly’s sermon on the nature of Christ’s kingdom
that sparked the Bangorian controversy that raged from 1717
to 1720. His sermons, books and tracts were widely read by
Anglicans and Dissenters alike. And yet, his commitment to the
ideology of the Revolution of 1688 and to the comprehension
of Dissenters into the Church of England earned him the
antagonism of many contemporary and later churchmen.
Published 30/08/2018, 234x156mm, 348pp

Ever-Moving Repose
Sotiris Mitralexis

		

Paperback
				£27.50
			PDF
				£24.00

9780227176658
$55.00 €41.25
9780227906392
$48.00 €36.00

Sotiris Mitralexis offers a contemporary look at Maximus
the Confessor’s (580-662 CE) understanding of temporality,
logoi, and deification, through the perspectives of theologians
Christos Yannaras, John Zizioulas and Nicholas Loudovikos.
Mitralexis argues that Maximus possesses both a unique
theological ontology and a unique threefold theory of
temporality: time, the Aeon, and the radical transformation of
temporality and motion in an ever-moving repose.
Published 28/06/2018, 229x153mm, 256pp
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From Tradition to Gospel
Martin Dibelius

Paperback
				£25.00
			PDF
				£21.50
ePub
				£16.15
			Kindle		
				£16.15

9780227176795
$50.00 €37.50
9780227906590
$43.00 €32.25
9780227906606
$32.30 €24.25
9780227906613
$32.30 €24.25

Ably translated by Bertram Lee-Woolf, this is the classic exposition
of the German school of theology known as Formgeschichte
or ‘the criticism of literary form’, which through literary and
historical analysis seeks to understand the origins of the
traditions of the New Testament. In so doing, it brings to light
the original intentions and interests of those earliest traditions.
Published 27/09/2018, 234x156mm, 328pp

Karl Barth and the Future of Evangelical Theology
Christian T. Collins Winn and John L. Drury (Eds.)

			Paperback
				£27.50
			PDF
				£24.00

9780227176658
$55.00 €41.25
9780227906392
$48.00 €36.00

The theology of Karl Barth has often been a productive
dialogue partner for evangelical theology, but for too long the
dialogue has been dominated by questions of orthodoxy. This
collection of essays seeks to advance the dialogue between
evangelical theologians and the legacy of Karl Barth.
Published 28/09/2017, 229x153mm, 314pp

Measuring the Distance between Locke and Toland
Reason, Revelation, and Rejection during the LockeStillingfleet Debate
Jonathan S. Marko

			Paperback
				£17.50
			PDF		
				£14.00

9780227176757
$35.00 €26.25
9780227906514
$28.00 €21.00

Through patient exposition of relevant texts and letters,
deconstruction of scholarly works, and careful reasoning, this
book shows Toland’s deviations from Locke regarding reason
and faith are far more minor than anyone has concluded.
Published 30/11/2017, 229x153mm, 210pp
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Passionate Embrace
Elisabeth Gerle

Paperback
				£27.50
			PDF
				£24.00

9780227176894
$55.00 €41.25
9780227906774
$48.00 €36.00

Luther, passion, and sensualism? In an age of body worship and
body loathing, Elisabeth Gerle explores new paths. Protestant
ethics have often been associated with work and duty, excluding
sexuality and other pleasures. Gerle embarks on a conversation
with Martin Luther in dialogue with contemporary theologians
on attitudes towards body, sensuality, desire, sexuality, life, and
politics. She draws on Eros theology to challenge traditional
Lutheran stereotypes, such as the dichotomies between
different forms of love, as well as between spirit and body.
Published 26/07/2018, 229x153mm, 338pp

Polis, Ontology, Ecclesial Event

Engaging with Christos Yannaras’ Thought
Sotiris Mitralexis (Ed.)
			Hardback
				£65.00
			Paperback
				£65.00
			PDF		
				£61.50
ePub
				£46.15
			Kindle		
				£46.10

9780227176696
$130.00 €97.50
9780227176696
$130.00 €97.50
9780227906453
$123.00 €92.25
9780227906460
$92.30 €69.25
9780227906477
$92.30 €69.25

This volume examines numerous aspects of Yannaras’
contributions to Orthodox theology, philosophy and political
thought. From political theology to Heidegger and the
philosophy of language, from his critique of religion to the
patristic grounding of the theology of the person, a panorama
of Christos Yannaras’ contributions are explored.
Published 31/05/2018, 234x156mm, TBCpp

Postcolonial Public Theology

Faith, Scientific Rationality, and Prophetic Dialogue
Paul S. Chung
			Paperback
				£21.00
			PDF
				£17.50

9780227175767
$42.00 €31.50
9780227905340
$35.00 €26.25

Postcolonial Public Theology is a tour de force - theological
reflection transformed by encounter with the most compelling
intellectual discourses of our time. It offers prophetic challenge
to the hegemony of economic globalisation. Interreligious
11

engagement compels us to take seriously the realities of
cultural hybridity and social location in reimagining a
polycentric Christianity.
Published 25/05/2017, 229x153mm, 250pp

Presence in the Modern World

Jaques Ellul and translated by Lisa Richmond
			Paperback
				£15.00
			PDF
				£11.50

9780227176634
$30.00 €22.50
9780227906378
$23.00 €17.25

A new translation of Jacques Ellul’s classic work, setting out
a radical Christian response to the forces of technology and
modernity.
Published 28/09/2017, 229x153mm, 146pp

Scaffolds of the Church

Towards Poststructural Ecclesiology
Cyril Hovorun
			Paperback
				£22.50
			PDF
				£16.50

9780227176870
$45.00 €33.75
9780227906354
$33.00 €24.75

This book considers the evolution of some of the church’s
ecclesial structures and evaluates their correspondence to
their initial rationale. It focuses on particular structures that
have developed in the eastern part of the Christian oecumene,
such as patriarchates, canonical territory, and autocephaly, all
of which are explored in the more general frame of hierarchy
and primacy. They were selected because they are most
neuralgic in the life of the Orthodox churches today and bear
in them the greatest potential to divide.
Published 26/07/2018, 229x153mm, 276pp

Semiotic Approach to the Theology of Inculturation
Cyril Orji

			Paperback
				£20.00
			PDF
				£16.50

9780227176610
$40.00 €30.00
9780227906354
$33.00 €24.75

An exploration of the applicability of semiotics to the
theological and cultural challenges involved in spreading the
gospel in an African context.
Published 31/08/2017, 229x153mm, 233pp
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Thecla’s Devotion

Narrative and Emotion in Early Christianity
J.D. McLarty
			Hardback
				£65.00
			Paperback
				£25.00
PDF
				£61.50
ePub		
				£46.15
			Kindle		
				£46.15

9780227176092
$130.00 €97.50
9780227176573
$50.00 €37.50
9780227905753
$123.00 €92.25
9780227905760
$92.30 €69.25
9780227905777
$92.30 €69.25

Thecla’s Devotion studies plot and character within the
Thecla episode of the Acts of Paul, reading the text against
contemporary pagan romance in order to explore Christian
identity formation.
Published 31/05/2018, 234x156mm, TBCpp
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Did you know you can request ebook
editions of any of our backlist titles
simply by clicking a link on our website?
If we decide to convert the book,
we’ll let you know when it’s available
via email!
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